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Events in Game 

Introduction 

Hopefully by now you are pretty familiar with writing exec functions in UnrealScript, and binding these 

to a key.  You should also be familiar with the trigger system and perhaps a lesser extent to the event 

system. 

However, a common concern is how to we make a connection between what our player is doing in our 

game and our UnrealScript code.   

This tutorial should address these concerns.  We will illustrate this by creating a mover (a locked door) 

and then we’ll look at the different ways we can trigger it: automatically, via a trigger, via your own 

UnrealScript code or even from within CSDTalk. 

Place down a mover 

Stick down a mover in your game.  If you don’t know how to do this then follow the Movers tutorial: 

http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/MoversTutorial.html 

I have added a basic door, which blocks off access to another part of the level.  You should do something 

similar.  When you walk up to the door it should automatically open. 

 

Check this works initially and you can trigger it off in your game. 

Change our mover from automatic opening to work on an event 

Instead of opening when our player walks up to it – you should change to open when an event is 

triggered off. 

You might want to start by reading some background information on the Unreal Event System over at 

the Unreal wiki: 

http://wiki.beyondunreal.com/Legacy:Event 
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Change the movers object�initialstate to TriggerToggle 

“TriggerToggle = When triggered, the Mover will advance to its last 

KeyFrame and remain at rest. When triggered again it will return in 

the reverse order of KeyFrames to its KeyFrame 0 position and remain 

at rest. If it is triggered while in motion to the first or last 

KeyFrame it will stop for the first trigger and then reverse course 

for the next trigger.” 

You might want to check in your game now that the mover has stopped working when your player 

approaches it. 

Add a Tag 

The tag is the name of the event that the mover is listening for.  When this event is triggered it will 

follow the behavior defined in the initialstate. 

Go back into UnrealEd and set the Events�Tag property for the mover to the name of your event.  I 

called mine LockedDoorMover. 

We can check that our locked door is working in game by generating the event it is listening for. The 

console command CAUSETRIGGER will help us with this. 

Start up your TC, move to a location where you can see your locked door, bring up the console and type: 

CauseTrigger LockedDoorMover 

You should see your Mover spring into action.  Causing the event again will put the mover back in its 

original state (i.e. closed).  You might want to double check at this point that there is no other way to 

trigger your mover.   

How else can we trigger this event? 

Now we have an event, we need to be creative in how it is triggered.  A few examples are: 

• From a UseTrigger 

• Direct from our UnrealScript Code 

• From a CSDTalk conversation 
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Code Example 

Let’s start by adding an exec function that triggers off the mover. 

We need to find a way to trigger off the event directly from our code.  Since we have all the code to the 

Unreal game – the best approach is to have a quick hunt around using uncodeX.  It shouldn’t take you 

long to spot a possible solution:   

simulated event TriggerEvent( Name EventName, Actor Other, Pawn EventInstigator ) 

The code for this – found in the Actor.uc file. 

simulated event TriggerEvent( Name EventName, Actor Other, Pawn EventInstigator ) 

{ 

 local Actor A; 

 local NavigationPoint N; 

 

 if ( EventName == '' ) 

  return; 

 

 ForEach DynamicActors( class 'Actor', A, EventName ) 

  A.Trigger(Other, EventInstigator); 

 

 For ( N=Level.NavigationPointList; N!=None; N=N.NextNavigationPoint ) 

  if ( N.bStatic && N.Tag == EventName ) 

   N.Trigger(Other, EventInstigator); 

} 

 

So this function grabs the list of dynamic actors whose name matches the EventName.  For each of 

those it calls its Trigger function.  I’ll leave you to work out what the Other and 

EventInstigator do.  (Hint: have a look at some of the existing Trigger functions that 

TriggerEvent calls) 

I added a new exec function to my PlayerController class. 

exec function OpenLockedDoor() 

{ 

 TriggerEvent('LockedDoorMover', self, Pawn); 

} 
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Now when we use the console command OpenLockedDoor, we see our door open and close. 

Obviously we need to embed this into our game.  Perhaps we need to collect a certain amount of 

treasure before we can buy our way through the door. My extended version checks whether the player 

has enough of a particular item before the door will open.   

exec function OpenLockedDoor() 

{ 

 if (treasure >=3) 

 { 

  TriggerEvent('LockedDoorMover', self, Pawn); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  ClientMessage("Sorry you need more treasure before the door will open."); 

 } 

} 

 

Clearly you can improve on this code so that it is more relevant to your game, e.g. it could work with 

keys or some other inventory item. 

Triggering off without using a console command 

We have a few options available to us.  The first is straight-forward and relies on the trigger system.  We 

place down a trigger (or any type) and hook it up to our event.  In this example, I used a UseTrigger  and 

then specified a message displayed to the user and the event (should match the name we used earlier).   

 

(Optional) Improved Trigger Display 

Personally I dislike the way the messages come up on screen with a use trigger.  I have extended myHud 

class so that messages are nicely integrated.  It could display your message and the associated Xbox 

button.  My class is called MessageTriggerXBox and takes in a messageString and the 

buttonString.  I’ll leave you to work out how to do this ☺   
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Hint: You’ll need a new trigger class and some code in your hud class that actually does the display.  I 

make use of both the Touch() and Untouch() functions in my trigger class. 

 

Note: To help with this I’ve put up a texture package containing suitable Xbox Button textures. 

Event Limitations 

Unfortunately the Event system in UT2K4 is not ideal.  Each object is only listening for a single Event.  

We cannot have different behaviours for different events within the same object.  All that happens is 

the appropriate Trigger() function is called.  The work around for this is just to create your own 

Trigger (inherited from Triggers) and then add your own code there.  I actually just called the code in 

my Controller object. 

So let’s make a new class called OpenLockedDoorTrigger and add our own code.  

 

class OpenLockedDoorTrigger extends MessageTriggerXbox; 

 

function UsedBy( Pawn user ) 

{ 

 TriggerEvent('LockedDoorMover', self, user);  

} 

 

defaultproperties 

{ 

 Message = "opens the locked door" 

 Button  = "A" 

} 

 

 

You can call your advanced trigger code (the bit I placed in my Controller Class) if you prefer or you 

move all that code directly into your inherited trigger. 
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function UsedBy( Pawn user ) 

{ 

     EC = ExampleController(ExamplePawn(user).Controller); 

     if (EC != NONE ) 

     { 

          EC.OpenLockedDoor(); 

     } 

} 

 

Link into CSDTalk 

At this stage you’re probably only just beginning to experiment with the CSDTalk code.  To do basic 

conversations you can use the editor provided.  However, if you want a more advanced system you may 

need to edit / inherit from the code.   

At the very least you’ll want to know how to trigger off your Mover from your Conversation.  This part of 

the tutorial assumes that you’ve had a bit of a play around with TalkBuilder already. 

So our basic example is that we want an NPC character to trigger off this door opening.  Make sure you 

have a basic conversation working in your TotalConversion before you try this. 

Since we want the NPC to trigger off our own event we need to manually add this to the Talk Handlers 

EventList. 
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Further communication between CSDTalk and your own code can be achieved through the passkeys in 

the inventory system and through events.  It is acceptable to create new classes that inherit from actors 

and respond to a particular event.  Think back to GameMaker and how it was common place to have 

controller objects – these objects handled part of the game code but were not visible onscreen 

What Next? 

Hopefully this should give you lots of ideas of how to communicate between your game and your 

Unrealscript.  As always it’s how you can get the biggest ‘Bang for Buck’.  What will have the biggest 

impact on your game with the smallest amount of time? 

For example:  While exploring the Mover code, you may have noticed ways that it will automatically 

activate the Mover for Bots.  This might be useful for some advanced gameplay mechanic.  For example, 

when a door is locked and can only be opened by a Non-Player Character.  It might be the player’s task 

to follow the character through the door, but staying far enough away that they are not seen. 

 


